1) Where would the positive BCR-ABL findings (by FISH) be reported on the Post-TED (F2450)?
   A) In Q83 Relapse/progression detected by molecular method
   B) In Q86 Relapse/progression detected by cytogenetic/FISH method
   C) In Q83 & Q86
   D) The positive BCR-ABL findings would not be reported in Q83 or Q86

   ANSWER = B

2) What is the patient’s disease response after two cycles of Rev/Dex?
   A) Very Good partial Remission (VGPR)
   B) Partial Remission (PR)
   C) Stable Disease (SD)

   ANSWER = B

3) What is the patient’s disease response after a total of 4 cycles of Rev/Dex?
   A) Very Good partial Remission (VGPR)
   B) Partial Remission (PR)
   C) Stable Disease (SD)
   D) Progressive Disease (PD)

   ANSWER = D

4) The patient achieved a PR after two cycles of VAD. What studies were used as a baseline to make that determination?
   A) The studies obtained at diagnosis
   B) The studies obtained after the first two cycles of Rev/Dex
   C) The studies obtained at time of progression

   ANSWER = C

5) What is the best disease response to HCT that you would report at Day +100 for this patient?
   A) Stable disease (SD)
   B) Partial Remission (PR)
   C) Very Good Partial Remission (VGPR)
   D) Near Complete Remission (nCR)
   E) Complete Remission (CR)

   ANSWER = D